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Introduction

Long Text

lagos, nigeria (cnn) a day after winning nige- ria’s presidency, muhammadu buhari
told cnn’s christiane amanpour that he plans to aggressively fight corruption that has 
long plagued nigeria and go after the root of the nation’s unrest. buhari said he’ll 
“rapidly give attention” to curbing violence in the northeast part of nigeria, where the 
ter- rorist group boko haram operates. by cooperating with neighboring nations chad, 
cameroon and niger, he said his administration is confident it will be able to thwart 
criminals and others contributing to nigeria’s instability. for the first time in nigeria’s
history, the opposition defeated the ruling party in democratic elections. buhari
defeated incumbent goodluck jonathan by about 2 million votes, according to 
nigeria’s independent national electoral commission. the win comes after a long 
history of military rule, coups and botched attempts at democracy in africa’s most 
populous nation. 

Summary muhammadu buhari says he plans to aggressively fight corruption that has long 
plagued nigeria. he says his administration is confident it will be able to thwart 
criminals. the win comes after a long his- tory of military rule, coups and botched 
attempts at democracy in africa’s most populous nation. 

Input
400 tokens/text

Output
100 tokens/text (train)
120 tokens/text (test)



Introduction

Extractive
Aim to select salient snippets, sentences or passages from 
documents.

Abstractive
Aim to concisely paraphrase the information con- tent in 
the documents.



1. Inaccurately reproducing factual details

2. Inability to deal with out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words

3. Repeating themselves 
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Baseline 
Sequence-to-sequence attentional model 



Sequence-to-sequence attentional model 



Encoder/Decoder Hidden State

𝒘𝒊 dim = 128

𝒉𝒊 dim = 256 𝒔𝒕
dim = 256

𝒙𝒕



Attention distribution

𝑎# = softmax(𝑒#)

𝑒$# = 𝑣% tanh(𝑊&ℎ$ +𝑊'𝑠# + 𝑏(##))
dim = 256 dim = 256

ℎ#∗ = .
$
𝑎$#ℎ$



Vocabulary Distribution

𝑃!"#$ = 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑉% 𝑉 𝑠& , ℎ&∗ + 𝑏 + 𝑏%)



Loss Function

𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠# = −𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑃 𝑤#∗

𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 =
1
𝑇
.

#+,

%
𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠#

𝑃 𝑤 = 𝑃-./(0(𝑤)

target word



Pointer-generator network



Pointer-generator Model



Encoder/Decoder Hidden State

𝒘𝒊

𝒉𝒊 𝒔𝒕

dim = 128

dim = 256 dim = 256

𝒙𝒕



Attention Distribution

𝑎# = softmax(𝑒#)

𝑒$# = 𝑣% tanh(𝑊&ℎ$ +𝑊'𝑠# + 𝑏(##))
dim = 256 dim = 256



Context Vector

ℎ#∗ = .
$
𝑎$#ℎ$



Vocabulary Distribution
𝑃!"#$ = 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑉% 𝑉 𝑠& , ℎ&∗ + 𝑏 + 𝑏%)



Generation Probability

𝑝12) = 𝜎(𝑤&∗
% ℎ#∗ +𝑊'%𝑠# +𝑊3%𝑥# + 𝑏4#5)

[0, 1]



Generation Probability
copy generate



Generation Probability

𝑃 𝑤 = 𝑝12)𝑃-./ 𝑤 + (1 − 𝑝12)).
$:7"+7

𝑎$#



Loss Function

𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠# = −𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑃 𝑤#∗

𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 =
1
𝑇
.

#+,

%
𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠#



Pointer-generator network + Coverage mechanism



Coverage mechanism

𝑎# = softmax(𝑒#)
𝑒$# = 𝑣% tanh(𝑊&ℎ$ +𝑊'𝑠# +𝑤/𝑐$# +𝑏(##))

dim = 256 dim = 256

𝑐#= ∑##+,
#89 𝑎##



Loss Function

𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠# = −𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑃 𝑤#∗ + 𝜆.
$
min(𝑎$#, 𝑐$#)

Coverage loss

1

𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 =
1
𝑇
.

#+,

%
𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠#
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Dataset

Deep Mind Q&A Dataset # of articles

CNN Approximately 90k

Daily Mail Approximately 197k

781 tokens/article
56 tokens/summary

Set # of pairs
Train 287,226
Validation 13,368
Test 11,490



ROUGE and METEOR

abtractive

extractive



Coverage Elimination



Novel n-grams Comparison



Examples



Examples
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Conclusion

1. We presented a hybrid pointer-generator architecture with coverage, and showed that it reduced 

inaccuracies and repetition.

2. We applied our model to a new and challengeing long text dataset.

3. Our model exhibits many abstractive abilities, but attaining higher levels of abstraction remains 

an open research question. 


